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Recording: A Dirty Business Gone Worse? 

By Joel Cohen 

Secretly recording conversations or interviews is a dirty business, and it is almost never conducted by the 

government with the recording individual, whoever it is, having the best interests of the witness in mind. 

We’ve always recognized the odiousness of one party surreptitiously recording a conversation. Even though 

perfectly legal in New York, it may be unethical for an attorney to record. I have always told my professional 

responsibility students that if it got around that you had secretly recorded just one conversation, even if for 

good reason, you wouldn’t be trusted by anyone to not have the “juke box” turned on when they spoke to 

you. 

I must admit, as a prosecutor in the good old days when entrance security at government buildings wasn’t 

very robust especially in detecting recording devices, we were constantly on guard lest the “bad guys” or their 

sometimes sleazy lawyers memorialize some silly remark by a prosecutor or agent that they could eventually 

use to undermine a prosecution. 

So, what’s this all about? I employ this platform to alert the local criminal bar to something worth considering. 

I have represented a former official in a corruption investigation underway in another federal jurisdiction. 

Requesting an interview of my client, the prosecutors and FBI tell me that my client is simply a witness. All 

good. Since, notwithstanding COVID-19, they probably could successfully subpoena him to a grand jury, out of 

good citizenship along with nothing to hide we agree to an interview to be conducted by Teams, Zoom, 

Webex. Whatever. 

The prosecutor is at home, his dog barking the background. The FBI agents are elsewhere, and my client and I 

are in my office. They formally repeat, as I had requested, their representation that my client is simply a 

“witness”—nothing more. 

The interview begins, the prosecutor asking basic pedigree questions. As is so common nowadays, the 

prosecutor’s screen freezes and we twiddle our thumbs as he tries to get back on. My client, though, totally 

unfamiliar with the criminal practice game, off line asks me if the interview is being recorded. I, somewhat 

dismissively, respond “Of course not.” For some reason, though, maybe having watched too many “Law & 

Order” episodes, he more-than-encourages me to inquire. He’s the boss and a person of considerable note, so 

I half-heartedly ask: “So you guys aren’t recording this, right?” The FBI agent responds: “Well yes, but we can 

discontinue recording if you’d prefer.” Do I prefer? You bet! 
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The prosecutor eventually manages to return to the video and, so, the FBI agent repeats my request to ditch 

the pyrotechnics. The prosecutor, seemingly unconcerned, but obviously aware says: “Okay, if the FBI is 

okay—it’s their procedure.” We proceed uneventfully, presumably without the interview being recorded. That 

is, maybe without it being recorded—the thoughts of a skeptic who had just been burned a few minutes 

earlier. Remember what I had told my students! 

My anger having been slightly kindled overnight, I called the FBI agent the next morning. Basically: “What the 

hell was that?” Unbothered, he explained that the FBI had authorization to record all interviews being 

conducted in “this investigation,” which were all virtual given COVID-19. He said that the FBI expected that 

they might be lengthy, and he was actually recording them just for memory’s sake, in order to be more 

exacting when preparing his interview memoranda (FBI 302s). 

Nonetheless, he added, maybe recognizing that the best defense is a good offense: “Why would the taping 

bother you anyway?” Did I really need to answer that? He finally acknowledged: “We probably should have 

told you in advance.” Probably? I directly asked him if the prosecutor knew in advance that the interview 

would be recorded. He unhesitatingly answered, yes. 

Have I been secretly recorded in my professional life without knowing it before this time? Undoubtedly, a 

number of times. And so have you. Still, putting aside my client for the moment, why would it bother me? 

Simple. As any lawyer worth their salt knows, we make off-the-cuff comments all the time during witness 

interviews. The comments are frequently designed to lighten the tension or better engage with the prosecutor 

or agents in sometimes difficult or tense interactions. Clients, after all, are often understandably nervous over 

any interaction with the FBI or Justice Department, even if guilty of nothing. Perhaps the off-the-cuff 

comments are about Trump’s bravado, maybe Biden’s stuttering, possibly even desultory comments about the 

investigation’s target. Such commentary by counsel is often the lubricant that helps facilitate a soft landing for 

the client. Who wants that commentary memorialized in an FBI recording that, once made, must be 

maintained under Justice Department policy? 

Bringing the client back into this, though, any idle comment by the client typically wouldn’t properly end up in 

a FBI 302 memorandum, although maybe the FBI agent wouldn’t consider it idle commentary. Given the 

teaching of this episode, one must now worry that this FBI protocol that I was accidentally confronted with 

may enable the FBI to maintain a permanent record of such potentially incendiary or even questionable 

comments. And just imagine if the client ultimately becomes a government witness. Those idle, now recorded, 

comments might end into the hands of the defense—a field day of sorts. 

Indeed, my client was a government-friendly witness, with no particular information to impart. Can you just 

imagine if he had occupied the role of an important accusatory witness against the investigation’s target? 

So I immediately asked friends with significant law enforcement pasts more recent than mine: “Have you ever 

heard of this?” Uniformly: “Never!” 

Now, maybe things have changed at the Bureau. So I hit Google. And here’s what I found, somewhat 

surprisingly. The Justice Department Manual provides that the Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the 

Department’s Criminal Division must approve in writing the monitoring of oral communications conducted 
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without the consent of all parties if the investigation involves possible misconduct by certain high level public 

officials. Or of a person who has served in such capacity within the past two years. In other corruption 

investigations involving certain officials, there must be consultation with the Public Integrity Section of the 

Department. And for others, there must be approvals by different levels of the Department. 

Bottom line, as appears to have occurred here, secret recordings by the Department which are legal, are also 

authorizable by the Justice Department, of which the FBI is a component. So when the FBI agent tells me that 

the necessary authorizations were obtained, and this investigation (which clearly didn’t implicate my client) is 

seemingly within the confines of the guidelines contained in the Department Manual, I’m essentially forced to 

accept his word that he received authorization. Needless to say, no agent would give me copies of the 

authorizations (and, frankly, I doubt I would ask). 

So, where does this bring me? Simply, going forward, before any interview of a client being conducted by the 

FBI (or any law enforcement officer for that matter), I will directly ask whether the interview is being recorded, 

period. I’ll have to take their word, but still. And you? I wish we had a better barometer in the form of a public 

statement from the local U.S. Attorney offices that what happened in my case won’t happen here. But we 

don’t. 

As a caveat, this article is somewhat attorney-centric—it’s about an interview where the attorney is 

present and also being secretly recorded. In a memorandum dated May 12, 2014, then-Attorney General Eric 

Holder directed that interviews of all individuals in custody are “presumptively” to be recorded, whether 

consent is granted or not. The interview, however, need not be recorded if the interviewee learns that it will 

be recorded and objects. The Holder Memorandum doesn’t seem on its face to apply where counsel is 

present, but who knows? 

Not meaning to be paranoid about this on the client’s behalf, secretly recording conversations or interviews is 

a dirty business, and it is almost never conducted by the government with the recording individual, whoever it 

is, having the best interests of the witness in mind. 

What’s the teachable moment here? Better safe than sorry. 
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